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this vintage book contains the grouse shooting edition of the sportsman s library and includes information on the

history of the sport shooting dogs equipment habits and habitats moor management and much more written in

clear plain language and full of handy tips and invaluable information this timeless volume would be of

considerable value to those with an interest in the sport and it would make for a great addition to collections of

hunting literature the chapters of this book include shooting wildfowl the development of grouse shooting habits

and feeding manipulating grouse in the butts pointers and setters shooting dogs moor management distribution

and hand reading grouse disease etcetera this antiquarian volume is being republished now in an affordable

modern high quality edition complete with a specially commissioned new introduction on hunting wildfowl 100

essential engaging offbeat and occasionally odd fishing and hunting books for the adventurous reader one of

2015 s books of the year in the times and the mail on sunday a hard hitting passionate and well researched

book about the conflict between driven grouse shooting and nature conservation in britain with a foreword by

chris packham driven grouse shooting where flocks of red grouse are chased by lines of beaters so that they fly

over lines of guns that shoot the fast flying birds is a peculiarly british fieldsport it is also peculiarly british in that

it is deeply rooted in the british class system this multi million pound business dominates the hills of the north of

england the pennines the north yorkshire moors the cheviots and throughout scotland grouse shooting is big

business very big business and backed by powerful wealthy lobbying groups its tendrils run throughout british

society inglorious makes the case for banning driven grouse shooting the facts and arguments are presented

fairly but the author mark avery states from the start why he has after many years of soul searching come down

in favour of an outright ban there is too much illegal killing of wildlife such as buzzards golden eagles and most

egregiously of all hen harriers and as a land use it wrecks the ecology of the hills however grouse shooting is

economically important and it is a great british tradition all of these and other points of view are given fair and

detailed treatment and analysis and the author talks to a range of people on different sides of the debate the

book also sets out avery s campaign with chris packham to gain support for the proposal to ban grouse shooting

culminating in hen harrier day timed to coincide with the glorious 12th this new paperback edition includes new

material on what went on in 2015 including the devastating floods of that winter bringing the story right up to date

mark avery continues to stir up a debate about fieldsports the countryside and big business in a book that all

british conservationists will want to read in this book the author looks back at 56 years of personal experiences

with his own pointers and setters and those of members of the research team that he came later to lead they

studied the population biology territorial behaviour habitats and environment of red grouse and ptarmigan in

scotland the joint achievements of men and dogs elicited a fresh understanding of populations and behaviour of

animals in general drawing international attention and recognition to the human workers it is time to sing for

recognition of the dogs because the human achievements would have been immeasurably less had the faithful
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dogs not joined them to form a crucial inspirational partnership the author tells of that partnership its

development and fruition the book is mainly the author s personal account describing how the human workers

gradually gained insight and experience that made the partnership ever more effective because the author s

dogs lived with him and his family and the others in the team who had dogs usually kept them at home part of

the book tells of these relationships personal anecdotes and humorous events enliven the text the author knew

some other workers who used dogs to aid their research on wild animals and visited them in canada usa and

norway also he was in close touch with other colleagues who used dogs for wildlife research in france and

northern italy a valuable international aspect to the book has been contributed by a few of these colleagues

numerous photographs illustrate the text showing dogs and men in fieldwork together and apart as well as

portraits of both hunters shooters researchers and dog enthusiasts in general will enjoy and appreciate this book

this is edward breck s 1908 outdoor sports handbook the way of the woods originally intended for sportsmen in

north eastern unites states and canada it has chapters on hunting cougars grizzly bears and other fauna native

to that part of the world it also deals with many other aspects of hunting from photography to trapping making it

ideal for anyone with an interest in the sport contents include cookery cooking kits making camp woodcraft

nature protection fishing sporting firearms deer hunting caribou hunting the game of the north west elk antelope

mountain sheep mountain goat grizzle bear cougar game birds trapping photography etc many vintage books

such as this are becoming increasingly scarce and expensive we are republishing this volume now in an

affordable high quality modern edition complete with the original text and images the modern shooter containing

practical instructions and directions for every description of inland and coast shooting in 1859 the western united

states was still huge wild and open englishman grantley berkeley decided to have a hunt there and so embarked

on an adventure very few of his countrymen would ever even contemplate enlisting the services of americans

this plucky old countryman got to live out his fantasy of adventure on the high plains camping in the open

hunting enormous herds of buffalo shooting other game and living the life and he manages to tell the tale with

great humor humour and keen observation of american social life habits and scenery amazon com field stream

america s largest outdoor sports magazine celebrates the outdoor experience with great stories compelling

photography and sound advice while honoring the traditions hunters and fishermen have passed down for

generations field stream america s largest outdoor sports magazine celebrates the outdoor experience with great

stories compelling photography and sound advice while honoring the traditions hunters and fishermen have

passed down for generations field stream america s largest outdoor sports magazine celebrates the outdoor

experience with great stories compelling photography and sound advice while honoring the traditions hunters and

fishermen have passed down for generations includes its report 1896 19



The Sportsman's Library - Grouse Shooting 2013-04-18 this vintage book contains the grouse shooting edition of

the sportsman s library and includes information on the history of the sport shooting dogs equipment habits and

habitats moor management and much more written in clear plain language and full of handy tips and invaluable

information this timeless volume would be of considerable value to those with an interest in the sport and it

would make for a great addition to collections of hunting literature the chapters of this book include shooting

wildfowl the development of grouse shooting habits and feeding manipulating grouse in the butts pointers and

setters shooting dogs moor management distribution and hand reading grouse disease etcetera this antiquarian

volume is being republished now in an affordable modern high quality edition complete with a specially

commissioned new introduction on hunting wildfowl

Sportsman's Library 2013-04-02 100 essential engaging offbeat and occasionally odd fishing and hunting books

for the adventurous reader

The Sportsman's Library 1845 one of 2015 s books of the year in the times and the mail on sunday a hard hitting

passionate and well researched book about the conflict between driven grouse shooting and nature conservation

in britain with a foreword by chris packham driven grouse shooting where flocks of red grouse are chased by

lines of beaters so that they fly over lines of guns that shoot the fast flying birds is a peculiarly british fieldsport it

is also peculiarly british in that it is deeply rooted in the british class system this multi million pound business

dominates the hills of the north of england the pennines the north yorkshire moors the cheviots and throughout

scotland grouse shooting is big business very big business and backed by powerful wealthy lobbying groups its

tendrils run throughout british society inglorious makes the case for banning driven grouse shooting the facts and

arguments are presented fairly but the author mark avery states from the start why he has after many years of

soul searching come down in favour of an outright ban there is too much illegal killing of wildlife such as

buzzards golden eagles and most egregiously of all hen harriers and as a land use it wrecks the ecology of the

hills however grouse shooting is economically important and it is a great british tradition all of these and other

points of view are given fair and detailed treatment and analysis and the author talks to a range of people on

different sides of the debate the book also sets out avery s campaign with chris packham to gain support for the

proposal to ban grouse shooting culminating in hen harrier day timed to coincide with the glorious 12th this new

paperback edition includes new material on what went on in 2015 including the devastating floods of that winter

bringing the story right up to date mark avery continues to stir up a debate about fieldsports the countryside and

big business in a book that all british conservationists will want to read

The Sportsman's Library 1845 in this book the author looks back at 56 years of personal experiences with his

own pointers and setters and those of members of the research team that he came later to lead they studied the

population biology territorial behaviour habitats and environment of red grouse and ptarmigan in scotland the joint

achievements of men and dogs elicited a fresh understanding of populations and behaviour of animals in general

drawing international attention and recognition to the human workers it is time to sing for recognition of the dogs

because the human achievements would have been immeasurably less had the faithful dogs not joined them to



form a crucial inspirational partnership the author tells of that partnership its development and fruition the book is

mainly the author s personal account describing how the human workers gradually gained insight and experience

that made the partnership ever more effective because the author s dogs lived with him and his family and the

others in the team who had dogs usually kept them at home part of the book tells of these relationships personal

anecdotes and humorous events enliven the text the author knew some other workers who used dogs to aid their

research on wild animals and visited them in canada usa and norway also he was in close touch with other

colleagues who used dogs for wildlife research in france and northern italy a valuable international aspect to the

book has been contributed by a few of these colleagues numerous photographs illustrate the text showing dogs

and men in fieldwork together and apart as well as portraits of both hunters shooters researchers and dog

enthusiasts in general will enjoy and appreciate this book

The Sportsman's Library; Or, Hints on the Hunter--hunting--hounds--shooting--game--sporting--dogs--fishing--

&c., &c 1846 this is edward breck s 1908 outdoor sports handbook the way of the woods originally intended for

sportsmen in north eastern unites states and canada it has chapters on hunting cougars grizzly bears and other

fauna native to that part of the world it also deals with many other aspects of hunting from photography to

trapping making it ideal for anyone with an interest in the sport contents include cookery cooking kits making

camp woodcraft nature protection fishing sporting firearms deer hunting caribou hunting the game of the north

west elk antelope mountain sheep mountain goat grizzle bear cougar game birds trapping photography etc many

vintage books such as this are becoming increasingly scarce and expensive we are republishing this volume now

in an affordable high quality modern edition complete with the original text and images

Inglorious 2015-07-30 the modern shooter containing practical instructions and directions for every description of

inland and coast shooting

The Sportsman 1979 in 1859 the western united states was still huge wild and open englishman grantley

berkeley decided to have a hunt there and so embarked on an adventure very few of his countrymen would ever

even contemplate enlisting the services of americans this plucky old countryman got to live out his fantasy of

adventure on the high plains camping in the open hunting enormous herds of buffalo shooting other game and

living the life and he manages to tell the tale with great humor humour and keen observation of american social

life habits and scenery amazon com

Dictionary Catalog of the Research Libraries of the New York Public Library, 1911-1971 1951 field stream

america s largest outdoor sports magazine celebrates the outdoor experience with great stories compelling

photography and sound advice while honoring the traditions hunters and fishermen have passed down for

generations

Labor and Industry in Britain 1842 field stream america s largest outdoor sports magazine celebrates the outdoor

experience with great stories compelling photography and sound advice while honoring the traditions hunters and

fishermen have passed down for generations

The Modern Shooter ... 2013-04 field stream america s largest outdoor sports magazine celebrates the outdoor



experience with great stories compelling photography and sound advice while honoring the traditions hunters and

fishermen have passed down for generations

Points, sets and man 2016-12-09 includes its report 1896 19

The Way Of The Woods - A Manual For Sportsmen In Northeastern United States And Canada 1887

The Scottish Sportsman and Tourist: a Complete Guide to Scotland ... With Map and ... Plates 1845

The modern shooter 1845

The Sportsman's Magazine of Life in London and the Country 1873

The Sportsman's magazine of life in London and the country, ed., by Miles's Boy 1861

The Rod and Gun and American Sportsman 1947

The English Sportsman in the Western Praries 1974-12

The Ruffed Grouse 1907

Field & Stream 1974-11
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Field & Stream 1901

Field & Stream 1898

Bulletin 1894

Baily's Magazine of Sports & Pastimes 1908

Baily's Magazine of Sports and Pastimes 1908

Classified Catalogue of the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh ... 1907

Classified Catalogue of the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh 1908

Classified Catalog of the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh 1908

Classified Catalogue of the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh. 1902-1906 1908

Classified Catalog of the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh. 1895-1902. In Three Volumes 1898

Classified Catalog of the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh. 1895-1902. In Three Volumes 1912

Baily's Magazine of Sports and Pastimes 1945

Baily's Magazine of Sports & Pastimes 1939

Game Breeder and Sportsman 1845

The Scots Magazine 1903

Tait's Edinburgh Magazine 1908
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List of Works in the New York Public Library on Sport in General and on Shooting in Particular
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